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DARK COMEDY
LUNCH LADIES

TWO BURNT OUT HIGH SCHOOL LUNCH LADIES DO WHATEVER IT BLOODY TAKES ON THEIR QUEST TO BECOME JOHNNY DEPP’S PERSONAL CHEFS. (18:51)

PSYCHOTROPIC ALTERNATIVE FEMINIST CINEMA

A CLARISSA JACOBSON PRODUCTION
DIRECTED BY JM LOGAN
DARK COMEDY

WASTE

ROGER LIVES A GRIM AND DETACHED LIFE, PICKING UP MEDICAL WASTE FOR A LIVING, BUT LOOKS FORWARD TO HIS EVENING CONVERSATIONS WITH HIS QUIRKY ROOMMATE AND FOODIE, OLIVE. BUT AS THE MEALS ... (15:51)

PSYCHOTROPIC ALTERNATIVE FEMINIST CINEMA

DIRECTED BY JUSTINE RACZKIEWICZ
SEXUAL REDUXXX

BFF GIRLS

THREE DORKY AMERICAN GIRLS MAGICALLY TRANSFORM INTO BEAUTIFUL JAPANESE SUPERHEROES AND FIGHT A TAMPON MONSTER AS THEY BEGIN THEIR JOURNEY INTO WOMANHOOD. (13:38)

PSYCHOTROPIC ALTERNATIVE FEMINIST CINEMA

DIRECTED BY BRIAN LONANO
PRODUCER JILL GEVARGIZIAN
LONELINESS AND AN OBSESSION WITH VANITY HAS PUSHED ONE WOMAN TO TAKE UNCONVENTIONAL MEASURES TO FIND HAPPINESS. AFTER HER DAILY BEAUTY REGIMEN SHE DECIDES TO PERFORM MORE DRASIC PROCEDURES ON HER BODY WHICH TRIGGER HER INNER THOUGHTS TO DRIVE HER MAD. (14:54)

PSYCHOTROPIC ALTERNATIVE FEMINIST CINEMA

DIRECTED BY MARINAH JANELLO
A ORCHESTRAL BLACK METAL ADAPTATION OF TAYLOR SWIFT’S “BAD BLOOD” TAKES ADVANTAGE OF THE TENSION BETWEEN THE SOUNDS AND IMAGES OF POP CULTURE AND METAL CULTURE TO CALL ATTENTION TO LARGER ASPECTS OF VIOLENCE AND PLEASURE. (6:04)

PSYCHOTROPIC ALTERNATIVE FEMINIST CINEMA

DIRECTED BY GWENMARIE WHITE
A Filmmaker who grew up alongside the Chucky Doll finally meets the other families surrounding the Chucky franchise. They discuss what it was like to work on these films and the relationships they’ve created. Although the films took creators away from their families, they were able to create one large horror family in the meantime. (07:32)

Psychotropic Alternative Feminist Cinema

Directed by Kyra Gardner
Bella Donna of Madness

VISCERA

By referencing the human body and the absurdity of high society manners, Viscera examines the disconnect between food and source, rich and poor, and the intentional ignorance that allows exploitation to flourish. (02:27)

Psychotropics Alternative Feminist Cinema

Directed by Lauren Morrison
PSYCHOTROPIC CINEMA

PALACE OF THE INFINITE

A RICH TAPESTRY OF ORCHID BEINGS... HAUNTING THE PALACE OF THE MIND, "THE BREATHING RAIN WHISPERS. PERFORMERS: KATHY ROSE, KATARINA POLJAK, & LIANG YU (04:23)

PSYCHOTROPIC ALTERNATIVE FEMINIST CINEMA

DIRECTED BY KATHY ROSE
A PSYCHO-SEXUAL THRILLER ABOUT ISABELLE, A LONELY GALLERY OWNER WHO MEETS A DANGEROUSLY SEDUCTIVE PERFORMANCE ARTIST AND DISCOVERS THEY HAVE MORE IN COMMON THAN EXPECTED. WILL ISABELLE ALLOW HERSELF TO LET CAMILA IN WITHOUT GIVING IN TO HER TRUE NATURE? (18:00)

PSYCHOTROPIC ALTERNATIVE FEMINIST CINEMA

DIRECTED BY MARIA ALICE ARIDA
A pair of sultry vampires abduct a girl from her home on behalf of a deranged cult leader. However, the undead duo seem to have motives of their own. (07:58)

**Psychotropic Alternative Feminist Cinema**

Directed by Ama Lea
LEFUUFF INVITES YOU TO TAKE A CINEMATIC ADVENTURE THAT DESTROYS THE MEANING OF MUNDANE THROUGH ITS UNIQUE PROGRAMMING VIA THE UNDERGROUND WORLD OF FEMINIST INTERSECTIONAL ART, MUSIC, AND CELLULOID FANTASIES.

PSYCHOTROPIC ALTERNATIVE FEMINIST CINEMA
WWW.LESFEMMESINTERNATIONAL.ORG